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AutoCAD Tips Duel in the Desert:
TheMadCadr Versus the CAD Geek
Donnie Gladfelter
CADD Microsystems, Inc
Frank Mayfield
ECAD, Inc

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Learn how to increase productivity with recently added features
Learn how to make use of underutilized features
Learn how to push AutoCAD to new extremes with tips known by veterans and
gurus
Have fun!

Description
The desert sun blasts down on the pair of gunslingers. A tumbleweed rolls by. Somewhere in
the distance, a hawk screams. No one knows why a hawk is inside the building, but it’s Vegas,
so no one bats an eye. The men square off in the crisp climate-controlled air of The Venetian.
Their fingers poised over their mice and keyboards, ready to let loose with a salvo of clicks and
command line inputs to see who has the hottest AutoCAD tip in town. With so many drawing
variables at play, it’s impossible to say who will share the most commanding tip. The only
guarantee is TheMadCadr and The CAD Geek will present their sharpest-shooting productivity
tips, tricks, and techniques for this winner-take-all duel in the desert! Although there will be but a
single loser in this duel, there will be many winners who discover new ways to remove tedium
and boost productivity on their projects. Cowboy boots, large belt buckles, and 10-gallon hats
are optional, but you’re encouraged to pick up what these dudes are putting down.
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Speaker(s)
Donnie Gladfelter aka “The CAD Geek” is a highly visible and respected thought leader in the
CAD community, and Autodesk Expert Elite member. He is well known for the CAD Geek blog
(www.thecadgeek.com), has written many articles for AUGIWorld magazine, presented at
Autodesk University for twelve consecutive years, and authored six Autodesk Official Press
books. He has worked with the development team at Autodesk, Inc., to help shape future
versions of AutoCAD software. Gladfelter also helps to empower CAD professionals across the
world as a technical product and online manager for CADD Microsystems (an Autodesk
Platinum Partner) and as a former member of the Autodesk User Group International (AUGI)
board of directors.
donnie.gladfelter@caddmicrosystems.com
www.linkedin.com/in/dgladfelter
https://twitter.com/thecadgeek
https://thecadgeek.com

Frank is currently an Applications Engineer at ECAD, Inc. - a Platinum
Autodesk Partner in Tulsa, OK, where he provides customer support and
training for various Autodesk products.
Frank has worked in various design and CAD Management roles with
AutoCAD and Autodesk software since 1986 (v2.62). He currently serves on
the AUGI Board of Directors and authors the recurring “Tuesday Tips with
Frank” feature on the official AutoCAD Blog.
He was part of a select group invited by Autodesk to attend the inaugural CAD Manager Summit in
2015. As a top-rated member of the AutoCAD All-Star Mentor program, he has provided live
guidance and answered questions for over 2,500 in-trial users in more than 50 countries worldwide.
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Selection
Use Selection Cycling to More Easily Select Objects

Does AutoCAD confuse the object you want to select for another one you don’t want to select?
Enable Selection Cycling to precisely control what you select.
Selection Cycling lives on the Status Bar but isn’t displayed by default. Add by clicking the
Customize button from the Status Bar and then choosing Selection Cycling from the menu that
opens.

ADDING SELECTION CYCLING TO STATUS BAR

SELECTION CYCLING ADDED TO STATUS BAR

Once added to the Status Bar and enabled (with a blue background), AutoCAD displays a small
glyph in the upper-right quadrant of the cursor whenever it’s unsure what you want to select.

AUTOCAD CURSOR WITH SELECTION CYCLING GLYPH DISPLAYED

SELECTION CYCLING DIALOG BOX LISTING ITEMS AVAILABLE TO SELECT
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Filter Selections using Quick Select

Ever wish you could start with a selection set of many objects and reduce it to only the object(s)
that meet a specific criterion? While we usually think of the Quick Select tool as a command that
lets us create selection sets, it’s also immensely helpful for reducing the total number of objects
you have selected through property-based filters.

ACCESSING THE QUICK SELECT TOOL FROM THE
PROPERTIES PALETTE.
FILTERING A CURRENT SELECTION SET TO INCLUDE
TEXT NOT ON THE TEXT LAYER.

Automate Tasks with Script Files Built with Excel

From drawing maintenance to plotting, script files are as versatile as they are helpful. While
standard routines re easily automated using Script files, incorporating variables into a Script file
can be challenging. A common example of this is the creation of layers in a drawing. While the
process for creating layers is the same, each layer is unique.
For scenarios like this, Excel quickly becomes an invaluable companion tool. Structure your
variable data, layer properties in this example, into cells, and then use a formula to write your
script file.

LEVERAGING EXCEL TO CONSTRUCT A SCRIPT FILE THAT CREATES LAYERS IN A DRAWING.

When complete, just copy and paste the script generated by Excel into AutoCAD and witness
magic before your eyes.
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Easily duplicate an object with the right click menu

If you’ve ever recieved a drawing from elsewhere, and needed to add things, this tool is for you.
There’s no need to query an object to determine its properties first, just select it, right click, and
select Add Seleced. You’ll get a duplicate object and save all that time figuring out how to make
it.

ACCESSING THE ADD SELECTED TOOL VIA THE CONTEXTUAL POPUP MENU

User Interface
Add the Coordinate Readout to the Status Bar

Need to quickly query the X (Easting), Y (Northing), and/or Z coordinate of geometry in your
drawing? Enable the Coordinate readout on the Status bar.

ENABLING THE COORDINATE READOUT

COORDINATE READOUT ON THE STATUS BAR
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Recreate the Classic Interface with a Script File

Still like your AutoCAD to look like it’s 1999? Create a script file to automatically build the
AutoCAD Classic workspace inside any supported version of AutoCAD or AutoCAD Toolset.

SCRIPT TO BUILD THE AUTOCAD CLASSIC WORKSPACE

Download at: https://thecadgeek.com/downloads/autocad-classic-interface-script/
But please don’t use this tip. There were 10 releases (R13 – 2008) of AutoCAD with menus and
toolbars, and 11 releases (2009 – 2019) of AutoCAD with the Ribbon as the default interface.
Like your ex from high school, it’s time to move on.
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Just for Fun: Recreate the AutoCAD Retro Interface

Want to use AutoCAD like it’s 1982? Build a “retro” interface with the Screen Menu from the
DOS versions of AutoCAD.
Enter REDEFINE at the command line, then type SCREENMENU. That will add the
SCREENMENU system variable back to your session of AutoCAD. Enter SCREENMENU at the
command-line, and set its value to 1.

•
•

Redefine SCREENMENU command.
Change SCREENMENU to 1
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Adjust Dynamic Input and Quick Properties graphics

Do you avoid using productivity enhancing tools like Dynamic Input and Quick Properties
because they visually get in your way? You can adjust their size, transparency and location to
better fit your workflow. Adjust them via Drafting Settings by typing in DSETTINGS or Right click
either Status Bar icon to access both.
From the Dynamic Input tab, select the Drafting Tooltip Appearance button. From there, you can
alter the size and transparency of the dynamic input boxes.
Switching to the Quick Properties tab, you can specify how far away from the crosshairs you
want the palette to appear, and in which quadrant.

DRAFTING SETTINGS > DYNAMIC INPUT TAB > T OOLTIP APPEARANCE

EXAMPLES OF TOOLTIP SIZE MAX/MIN AND TRANSPARENCY
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SELECTING THE PALETTE LOCATION AND DISTANCE FROM THE CURSOR
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Specify what properties are shown in Rollover Tooltips and Quick Properties

Have you ever wanted more than Object Type, Color, Layer and Linetype to display in either
your Rollover Tooltips or Quick Properties box? It’s easy to do, and it’s also easy to return to
default should you wish.
Open the Customize User Interface dialog (CUI) and go to either Quick Props or Rollover
Tooltips in the main ACAD file (1).
First, set the default properties – that is, the properties that will be common to all objects. Click
General (2), then set your desired properties (3). Finally, click Reset Overrides (think of that as
the save button) (4).
Now, choose your desired object to customize (5), check the properties you want to see and
again, click Reset Overrides. If you don’t see the object you want, right click on any object and
select Edit Object Type List (6). Of course, click OK in the CUI dialog to save and exit (7).
You say you want your Tooltips and Quick Properties to match? Right click either and select
“Synchronize with … “. You can also restore them to default in via the same pop-up menu.

A “BEFORE ” EXAMPLE ALONG WITH THE STEPS TO CUSTOMIZE THE GENERAL PROPERTIES VIA THE CUI
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THE STEPS TO ADD CUSTOM OBJECT PROPERTIES IN THE CUI, WITH AN “AFTER ’ EXAMPLE
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Expose the hidden power of File Tabs

Have you ever needed to send someone a link to your drawing? Or maybe you just need to
quickly open a Windows Explorer window to the folder it resides in. It’s as easy as right clicking
on its file tab, and selecting either Copy Full File Path or Open File Location.

RIGHT CLICK TO ACCESS FILE TAB TOOLS

Collaboration
Share In-Progress Drawings with Shared Views

Need to share a drawing, or a view of a drawing, but the person you’re sending things to doesn’t
have AutoCAD? Or worse, the person you’re sending things to has AutoCAD, but you don’t
want to share the DWG file with them? Create a Shared View you can share with any project
stakeholder you wish instead of emailing DWG files.

SHARED VIEWS COMMAND ON COLLABORATE RIBBON
TAB

LIST OF RECENTLY CREATED SHARED VIEWS
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CONFIGURING THE SHARED VIEW

SHARED VIEW DISPLAYED IN A WEB BROWSER
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Customization
SYSVAR Info and saving – Express Tool

Take control of your System Variables! Get info on values, defaults and where a sysvar is saved
(drawing / registry / not saved) and even write all 832 sysvars to an external file to assist in
environment restoration.

THE EXPRESS TOOL’S SYSTEM VARIABLES DIALOG

Control Plan Readability of Text in Linetypes

Does your linetype text display and plot upside down? Add the upright parameter to your
linetype definitions.
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Create Complex Linetypes with Express Tools

Feel restricted by the selection of out-of-the-box linetypes that ships with AutoCAD? Did you
know creating a custom linetype is practically as simple as drawing a line?
Despite the popularity of the Express Tools, the collection of tools to create custom linetype
definitions is often overlooked.

Create a Custom Linetype with Express Tools

To get started creating custom linetypes simply draw what you would like using the
AutoCAD LINE command. Important to note when doing this is the line you draw should
be in plotted, not model/real-world units. The line drawn in the sample below will result in
a linetype with a 0.2 unit dash and a 0.1 unit gap between dashes.

DESIRED CUSTOM LINETYPE SKETCHED AS AN AUTOCAD LINE

Select the Make Linetype button from the expanded Tools panel of the Express Tools
Ribbon tab after sketching your linetype. Follow the prompts to create a LIN file.

CHOOSING THE MAKE LINETYPE EXPRESS TOOL FROM THE RIBBON
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Create a Custom Shape

Sometimes the linetype you need isn’t as simple as an AutoCAD line. In those cases,
you can also create custom shapes. Although shapes are versatile, they do have several
limitations including:
• Shapes must be composed of straight-line segments; arcs are not supported.
• Each line segment must be drawn in one of the 16 supported directions;
increments of 22.5 degrees.
• A line may be no more than 15 units long. Remember linetypes are multiplied by
a scale factor (LTSCALE).
• Shapes must be continuous. Think of drawing with a pen without lifting the pen
away from the paper.
Like creating a custom linetype, the process for creating a custom shape begins with
sketching it inside AutoCAD as lines.

SILT FENCE X SKETCHED AS AUTOCAD LINES

Like the Make Linetype (MKLTYPE) command, the Make Shape (MKSHAPE) is also
found on the Tools panel of the Express Tools Ribbon tab. Choose it from the Ribbon
and follow the prompts.

Create Custom Linetype with Shapes and Text

The process for creating a complex linetype with shapes and text is exactly she same as
creating a simple linetype:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Draw a line that will be used as the foundation for your linetype.
If it’s not already, use the LOAD command to bring a shape into your drawing.
Use the SHAPE command to insert the shape created earlier.
Use the already mentioned Make Linetype (MKLTYPE) command to create a
linetype out of the line, text, and shape drawn.
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Customize your worklflow with Alias Editor

Do you think that typing C should get you the Copy command instead of Circle? Would you like
to access the Quick Select command by just typing in Q? It’s easy with the Alias Editor Express
Tool.

EDITING AND ADDING COMMAND ALIASES WITH THE ALIAS EDITOR EXPRESS TOOL

Manage AutoCAD Profile Paths with LISP

Maintain multiple versions of AutoCAD or multiple AutoCAD Toolsets within your firm? You
could build individual AutoCAD Profile (ARG) files for each of those, or build LISP to
automatically set profile paths based on the current version of the software. Place the LISP on
your server and call in your ACAS.LSP file to easily update support paths for all workstations
within your company.

WRITE AUTOCAD SUPPORT PATHS BASED ON LISP VARIABLES

Download at: https://thecadgeek.com/downloads/autocad-support-file-path-utility/
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Hatch Open Areas with Gap Tolerance

Ever need to hatch an area that was open? Chances are you have, and AutoCAD called you
names for it. Tucked away under the Options panel of the contextual Hatch Creation Ribbon tab
is a lesser known hatch setting called Gap Tolerance.

SPECIFYING A GAP TOLERANCE FROM THE CONTEXTUAL HATCH CREATION RIBBON TAB.

It does precisely what its name implies, allows you to hatch open areas up to the tolerance
value set. While it’s still always best to create a closed region when hatching, the Gap
Tolerance setting is wonderfully helpful for those times you need to hatch a room with a door
opening.

HATCHING AN OPEN AREA WITH A GAP TOLERANCE ACTIVE
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Drawing Maintenance
Purge RegApps to Improve Drawing Performance

Most know to Purge their drawings frequently, but what about the things the standard Purge
command forgets? Left unchecked, RegApps can take up unnecessary space in your drawings
and impact performance. Use the command line version of the Purge command to access and
remove RegApps from your drawing.
Access the command line version of purge by entering -PURGE (with the preceding hyphen) at
the command line.

SELECTING REGAPPS FROM THE COMMAND LINE VERSION OF THE PURGE COMMAND

Use OVERKILL (Delete Duplicate Objects) to Clean Up Drawings

Drawing plagued by overly verbose drafting practices? Polylines with so many vertices there’s
no chance they’ll get to the point? Co-linear lines that are broken into more pieces than Humpty
Dumpty? The OVERKILL command (aka Delete Duplicate Objects) can help with these and
many other commonly encountered drafting bad practices.

CHOOSING DRAWING CLEANUP OPTIONS FROM THE DELETE DUPLICATE OBJECTS DIALOG BOX.

BONUS: Veterans of AutoCAD may know OVERKILL as an Express Tool. It is now a real, fullysupported, command that moved out from its parent’s house to the Modify Ribbon panel on the
Home Ribbon Tab.
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Use Map Cleanup (inside Map 3D) to Deep Clean Drawings

Need an industrial strength version of the OVERKILL command? Included in the AutoCAD Map
3D Toolset is a more powerful Drawing Cleanup (MAPCLEAN) tool. Although some of the
cleanup actions are specific to geospatial applications, most of the eleven cleanup actions are
universally helpful regardless of the type of drawing you’re working on.
Among the eleven cleanup actions included is an action to erase objects shorter than a userspecified tolerance, Extend Undershoots (lines that should, but don’t intersect), Weed Polylines,
and more.

CHOOSING CLEANUP ACTIONS AS PART OF THE AUTOCAD MAP 3D DRAWING CLEANUP TOOL

Beyond the additional cleanup action control offered with MAPCLEAN, the command also offers
far more control over how objects are edited as they’re cleaned. These options include whether
to modify the original objects, create new objects, not to mention several options for converting
linework into polylines.
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Use RECOVERALL to fix errors in the current drawing plus all XREF’s

Is there something strange going on in the neighborhood of your drawing? Such oddities are
often the result of errors (not ghosts) inside the current drawing, or in some cases, a drawing
referenced into the current drawing. More common commands such as AUDIT and RECOVER
only look for half the problem – errors in the current drawing. RECOVERALL is your industrial
strength drawing error eradicator.

CHOOSING THE RECOVER WITH XREFS (RECOVERALL) OPTION FROM THE APPLICATION MENU

Use AutoCAD Core Console to Speed Up Drawing Maintenance Tasks

Find yourself performing the same maintenance tasks in every drawing you open? Purge
unused objects, reset the annotation scale list, Audit the drawing, etc.
Many AutoCAD veterans have long relied upon script files to automate tedious tasks. Trouble is,
while running a script file was faster than manually opening each drawing, each drawing still
must be opened – with AutoCAD. As of AutoCAD 2019, acad.exe is 5.39 MB.
Lesser known, even to AutoCAD veterans is AutoCAD Core Console. Initially introduced with
AutoCAD 2013, Core Console is AutoCAD without the user interface. By removing the user
interface, accoreconsole.exe is just 455 KB. A substantial savings over acad.exe.
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AutoCAD is blazing fast without the interface. This makes it perfect to leverage in concert with
script files since scripts are limited to command line input anyway. Although it can be tricky to
install on Windows 10, ScriptPro remains freely available from AutoCAD and still works.
Unless overridden, ScriptPro will use acad.exe when running script files. Going to the settings
for utility, you can designate a different “AutoCAD application to use.” Designate
accoreconsule.exe and watch your scripts fun faster than ever.

CONFIGURING SCRIPTPRO TO USE AUTOCAD CORE CONSOLE
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Annotation
Place Text Above and Below Dimensions with /X

Ever need text to display both above and below a dimension line? Dimension styles let you
choose one or the other, but not both, so how do you overcome this limitation? The secret rests
with the \X line break.

ENTERING A DIMENSION TEXT OVERRIDE WITH THE \X
LINE BREAK

DIMENSION WITH TEXT ABOVE AND BELOW DIMENSION
LINE.

In the Text Override property, enter <>\XTYP. AutoCAD will interpret <> as the dimensioned
measurement, the \X as a line break, and TYP as the text to place under the dimension line.

Perform Linear Quantity Calculations with Fields

Do you have to count typical-width objects, like parking stalls, across your drawing? Not only is
such a task tedious and time consuming, it’s also one where the tedium will drive you to lose
count halfway through. Cast those inefficiencies aside using Fields with a Conversion Factor
applied.
Every parking stall in the following example is 8.5 ft wide. Dividing 1 by 8.5 equals
0.1176470588235294. The simple arithmetic of one divided by the typical width equals the
Conversion Factor necessary to convert a length to a count of objects.
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INPUTTING A CONVERSION FACTOR FOR THE LENGTH PROPERTY OF A LINE OBJECT.

AUTOMATIC PARKING COUNTS CALCULATED USING A LENGTH CONVERSION FACTOR

BONUS: Insert the Field into a Block Attribute to make it so you can get a total quantity
count with EATTEXT (Data Extraction).
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Customize Both Ends of your MLEADER

Do the pre-defined options for either the arrow end or landing not suit your needs? You can
easily use your own blocks for either end. Simply select User Arrow or User Block to use any
block already defined in the drawing.

ACCESSING THE USER ARROW OPTION IN THE MLEADER STYLE DIALOG
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ACCESSING THE USER BLOCK OPTION IN THE MLEADER STYLE DIALOG

Blocks
Redefine a Block Definition with Design Center

Ever make a change to a block, and need to apply that change to other drawings in your
project? AutoCAD always uses the block definition stored in the current drawing, not the source
drawing. Without Design Center this deceptively simple task is tricky. Thankfully, updating block
definitions with Design Center is just a right-click away with it’s Insert and Redefine function.

REDEFINING A BLOCK USING THE CONTEXTUAL RIGHT-CLICK MENU INSIDE DESIGN CENTER

Create a Tool Palette of all Blocks in a Drawing with Design Center

Wish you could access all the blocks in a drawing through a Tool Palette? With a lesser known
feature tucked away in Design Center you can. Just right-click on Blocks from Design Center
and choose Create Tool Palette and just like that you’ll have a Tool Palette.

CREATING A TOOL PALETTE WITH DESIGN CENTER

TOOL PALETTE CREATED WITH DESIGN CENTER
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Block Attributes
Edit Attributes without the Attributes Editor using Ctrl

Need to change the value of a block attribute, but don’t want to open up the Block Attribute
(BATTMAN) command? You don’t have to. Just press-and-hold the Ctrl key while you doubleclick the attribute you wish to edit.

EDITING A BLOCK ATTRIBUTE IN CONTEXT USING CTRL KEY

Edit Block Attribute Values in Excel with ATTIN and ATTOUT

We commonly use block attributes for elements such as room tags. While updating individual
attributes isn’t too difficult, tasks requiring every block attribute be updated quickly becomes
tedious and time consuming.

EXPORT ATTRIBUTES AND IMPORT ATTRIBUTES COMMANDS ON THE EXPRESS TOOLS RIBBON TAB

For scenarios like this, the Export Attributes (ATTOUT) and Import Attributes (ATTIN)
commands are a useful duo allowing you to modify attribute values with Excel.
The Export Attributes command writes a Tab Delimited TXT file that Excel can read. Provided
the block Handle remains unchanged, you can leverage Excel to modify attribute values in any
way you wish.
See this demonstrated: https://thecadgeek.com/blog/2016/01/excel-block-attributes/
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Use Fields to Create a Plot Stamp

Ever need to track down the original DWG for a plot you’re looking at, or better yet, ask the
person who plotted it a question? A plot stamp can answer these questions and more. While the
PLOT command includes a Plot Stamp feature, Fields are far more versatile with modern
versions of AutoCAD. Just place a MTEXT block along the edge of your sheet and add the
desired fields.

PLOT STAMP CONSTRUCTED USING A BLOCK OF MTEXT WITH FIELDS.

Fix Overridden Dimensions using DIMREASSOC

Has someone overridden dimension values in your drawing? If you suspect some lazy drafter
has done so, use the command line DIMREASSOC to highlight and restore any such
dimensions back to their correct values.

ACCESS THE DIMREASSOC COMMAND TO CHECK AND FIX OVERRIDDEN DIMENSION VALUES
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DIMREASSOC IMMEDIATELY HIGHLIGHTS ANY OVERRIDDEN VALUES

ENTER TO FINISH THE COMMAND AND RESET OVERRIDDEN VALUES TO BE CORRECT

Retain your attribute values by using BURST

Have you ever needed to explode a block with attributes? Were you frustrated when your
valuable attribute values became Attribute Definitions (ATTDEFs)? Use the Express Tool
BURST – also shown as Explode Attributes in the Ribbon. It will retain the value, and turn your
attributes into single line Mtext objects. It even retains the layer properties and text styles of the
block.

A BLOCK EXPLODED WITH BURST (LEFT) AND EXPLODE (RIGHT)
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Plotting & Sheet Setup
Standardize Plotting with Layout Templates

Does the position of your title block dance around more than a contestant on Dancing with the
Stars? Give your plotting a perfect score by creating a collection of standard page setups and
Layout tab configurations inside a single DWT file. Right-click on any Layout tab in your drawing
to import a standard configuration from your sheet template drawing.

CHOOSING THE FROM LAYOUT OPTION FROM THE
CONTEXTUAL LAYOUT TAB MENU.

CHOOSING A STANDARD PAGE SETUP FROM THE
SELECTED TEMPLATE.

Use Change Space to Make Model Space Polyline of Viewport Extents, Create
Views from Polylines, Place onto Sheets

•
•
•
•

Use CHSPACE to get visible area of paper space viewport at scale.
Copy Model Space polyline to layout sheets.
Create Named Views
Use Insert View command on Contextual Layout Ribbon Tab to place onto sheets.
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Increase productivity in a fraction of a second with right-click delay
Do you like to set AutoCAD to use a right click as ENTER? If so, you’re losing out on a myriad
of productivity enhancing tools available via right click contextual popup menus. If you just can’t
break the habit, you can have the best of both worlds.
From the OPTIONS dialog, turn on the time-sensitive right click feature. Doing so will still allow
you to use a quick click for Enter, or simply hold the click a little longer (a quarter of a second by
default) to access the contextual popups!

TURNING ON TIME-SENSITIVE RIGHT-CLICK IN THE OPTIONS DIALOG
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Access Embedded Viewports with CTRL-R

Do you ever have a viewport that you can’t click on to activate? No doubt it’s nested within
another viewport. To access it, activate any other viewport in the layout, then use Ctrl-R to cycle
through them all, until you get to the one you can’t access.

VIEWPORT WITHIN A VIEWPORT? USE CTRL-R TO TOGGLE
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Automatically Generate PDFs

Do you need to always have a current PDF of your drawings? It’s easy using the Auto Publish
feature found in the OPTIONS dialog. You can choose when, where and what gets published,
and even choose a DWF or DWFx format.

ENABLING AUTO PUBLISH IN THE OPTIONS DIALOG
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Perform Unit Conversions using the Quick Calculator

Ever find yourself needing to convert between imperial and metric measurements, or even
things like square feet to acres? Perform the conversions you need without ever leaving
AutoCAD with the Quick Calc command that’s built in. It can perform all the common
conversions you’re likely to encounter on a project and come with the added benefit of being
integrated into AutoCAD.

USING THE QUICK CALC COMMAND TO CONVERT SQUARE FEET TO ACRES.
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Use Calculator to Measure, Calculate, and Paste Result to Command Line

Ever take a measurement in AutoCAD only to plug that value into a calculator? Save yourself
the time of transcribing drawing measurements into a calculator, not to mention
reduce/eliminate the risk of incorrectly inputting said values with the Quick Calc command. Best
of all, not only does the Quick Calc command allow you to perform measurements and
calculations, it also lets you paste the result back to the command-line.

TOOLS ON THE QUICK CALC PALETTE

PASTING QUICK CALC VALUE TO THE COMMAND LINE

A: Paste Value to Command Line
B: Distance Between Two Points
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Easily return to your favorite places in the Open dialog

Are you continually digging through a large folder structure to get to your
project’s drawings? Save clicks and time by adding them as a folder to your Open dialog.
Always starting in the same place on your project, such as the CAD folder? Right click on the
place folder and rename it to make more sense. You can even remove the folder from this menu
when you don’t need it anymore.

ADD THE CURRENT FOLDER TO THE PLACES PANE IN THE OPEN DIALOG

RIGHT CLICK THE SAVED PLACE TO RENAME, RE-PATH OR REMOVE
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General Drafting
Use Wildcards to quickly perform tasks

Have you ever needed to quickly bind all your Xrefs? Perhaps you want to change the color of
any Xref dependant layer. Maybe you need to purge non-company standard blocks that contain
a certain character string.
(Bonus Tip: Many commands have a command line version. Just add a dash to the front of the
command name to access them)
All these tasks are made easy by using wildcards. These special characters can represent one
or more letters or numbers in a text string. You can use them as responses to the command line
versions of certain commands. Here are the soutions to the questions posed above.
-XREF B *
-LAYER C 8 *|* “”
-PURGE B ~ACME Y
Wildcards aren’t just for the command line either, use them in the Find and Replace command,
Quick Select, or search functions.

THE AVAILABLE AUTOCAD WILDCARDS, AND THEIR FUNCTION

Quickly Find the Midpoint Between Two Points

Don’t waste time and clicks drawing temporary construction lines just to find the midpoint
between two objects.
Start your geometry command (Line, Circle, etc) then Shift-Right-Click to access the OSNAP
popup menu. Choose “Mid Between 2 Points”, select the desired two points, and let AutoCAD
take over and find the midpoint for you.
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THE OSNAP CONTEXTUAL POPUP MENU

Make slots from parallel lines by using FILLET

What happens when you try to Fillet parallel lines? No, you don’t get the Blue Screen of Death
(BSOD). True, filleting parallel lines doesn’t make sense, but AutoCAD solves this problem by
drawing a connecting arc, tangent to the lines! Do both ends to make a quick slot.
If your lines are of different lengths, the first line selected wins. So your tangent arc may use
either the longer or shorter line, depending on which one you select first.

CONNECT PARALLEL LINES WITH A TANGENT ARC BY USING THE FILLET COMMAND
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Automatically convert Lines to Polylines with PEDITACCEPT

Some tips simply fix annoyances. This is one. Most of us know that to turn a line into a polyline,
we use the PEDIT command. Once the line is selected, we get told the line is not a polyline,
then it asks “Do you want to turn it into one? <Y>”.
If you find yourself doing this a lot, save yourself one click, a little time, and a lot of sanity by
setting System Variable PEDITACCEPT to 1. Doing so will suppress the confirmation message
by just letting it do what you expect.

Messin’ With Sasquatch (or how to prank your co-workers)

Modern AutoCAD users are not much different than the board draftsmen of old... we both enjoy
the occasional prank directed at a teammate. Here are a few system variables to help you with
that.
Set ZOOMFACTOR to something other than the default 60 (values go from 3 to 100). This
controls the amount of magnification of the scroll wheel on your mouse.
A slightly meaner trick is to set ZOOMWHEEL to 1. This will change the direction of the zoom
(i.e. scrolling forward will zoom out instead of in).
Set PICKBOX to 0 (zero). This effectively makes the pickbox invisible.
Finally, set their CURSORTYPE to 1. No more highly functional crosshairs for your prank victim
– this variable will turn the crosshairs into a Windows pointer.
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